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To: JLMBC 

From: Staff 

Subject: New Hire Benefit Eligibility 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the JLMBC direct staff to develop a proposal for changing LAwell Program Plan Rules and allow 
newly hired or rehired employees to elect benefits on their first day of employment as a plan rule 
change for LAwell Plan Year 2025. 

DISCUSSION 

In response to improving the competitiveness of the City’s benefits program in comparison to private 
sector businesses, and with the implementation of Workday, the JLMBC may consider asking staff to 
develop a plan administration change which would allow newly hired employees to begin benefits 
earlier than currently allowed. 

Background 

In 1990 the Joint Labor-Management Benefits Committee (JL-MBC) was created to bring health care 
costs under control and to create a flexible benefit program. Historical records of actions and the 
discussion behind them are somewhat limited. However, the known historical records indicate that 
some of the rules in place today regarding how benefits are offered and administered may have been 
adopted for two main reasons: 1) to control costs; and 2) data limitations. 

In 1996, the JL-MBC launched its new and improved “FLEX” Benefits Program. This program fully 
adopted Internal Revenue Service requirements to provide pre-tax benefits under Internal Revenue 
Code (IRC) Section 125 (cafeteria plan) and improved the benefit menu and options available to 
employees over a phased implementation process spanning 1996 and 1997. The report to the City 
Council recording this new program is captured in Council File 96-1150 and a portion of the report is 
included in Attachment A.  As mentioned in the report, the JL-MBC’s then consultant, Foster Higgins, 
helped the JL-MBC develop guidelines for how the new FLEX Benefits Program would be administered. 
The Administrative guidelines (Attachment B) developed by Foster Higgins include references to 
employee coverage not starting until an employee is actively at work and also reference how to treat 
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employees who go off payroll. Additionally, minutes from JL-MBC meetings held in 1997 confirm 
discussion of the 40-hour rule and document when the JLMBC formally documented a half-time 
employee having a 20-hour rule (Attachment C). And lastly, the new FLEX Benefits Program launched 
the cash-in-lieu program effective 1997, with communications launching the benefit confirming a 40-
hour work requirement (Attachment D).  

Unfortunately, the records of JLMBC meetings prior to 1997 or benefit plan administration of the 
program before the launch of the “FLEX” Benefits program are not currently available for staff to 
review. Therefore, it is not known if the 40-hour rule was in effect prior to the establishment of the 
“FLEX” Benefits Program. 

Nevertheless, it is clear the City of Los Angeles had a strong desire to create a flexible benefits program 
prior to 1996/97 but was not able to do so since it lacked the proper payroll system to accommodate 
such a program. In City Council documents going back to 1985, the City requested proposals and 
recommendations to develop an IRC Section 125 benefit plan but cited that such a plan could not be 
implemented until a new payroll system (then described as the Los Angeles Human Resources System, 
or LAHRS) was launched - which was determined to be around 1988.  A Council report developed in 
1990 to establish the JL-MBC and tasked it with developing the IRC Section 125 plan identified the 
LAHRS system as still not yet operative. Attachment E shows the progression of Council Reports in 
developing the IRC Section 125 plan and the JL-MBC from 1985 to 1990. 

The delay in adopting a payroll system which can accommodate a IRC Section 125 plan is a very tangible 
example with a broad and adverse impact. However, smaller changes have impacted rules and policy 
of the employee benefits plan over time, and most of these smaller changes are attributed to 
technological changes.  When the LAwell Program moved from its prior recordkeeper (Mercer) to its 
current Third Party Administrator (TPA) TELUS Health (formerly Morneau Shepell, then Lifeworks), 
changes in the recordkeeper system allowed for incremental changes to plan rules. For example, under 
Mercer there was no document imaging capability at all. Thus, every time an employee made a 
coverage change for their dependent, the employee was required to submit supporting documentation 
of that dependent to prove the relationship for the new change - even if the employee had submitted 
the documentation previously. With the change to TELUS, document imaging is now included in the 
recordkeeper system. Now, an employee only needs to submit proof of the employee’s dependent 
once and the document is retained in the system. The employee would not need to resubmit 
documentation as long as their dependent does not change. Another example is the timeliness of 
making a benefits offer. Under Mercer, the recordkeeping system was unable to digest enough 
information to make an immediate determination. The system received data and then produced a 
report that staff would need to review and verify and then make manual determinations on which 
newly hired employees correctly met criteria. Staff would then report back to Mercer on which 
employees were approved to receive a benefits offer, and then Mercer would subsequently calculate 
the offer for the approved employees. This added weeks to the benefit offer cycle for new employees, 
anywhere between 4-8 weeks from their date of hire. 
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Recruitment and Retention of New Employees 

The City strives to attract the best talent for its various job opportunities. And, until recently, the 
recurring dialogue from City departments and City Council was focused on what can be done to 
improve the City in filling its vacancies and in being more successful through its recruitment efforts.  

A robust benefits package is seen as part of a prospective employees overall compensation package, 
and the City’s ability to provide a competitive benefits package can substantially add to the City’s ability 
to attract and retain talent.  However, the City, as a government entity, operates in a fundamentally 
different way than the private sector when it comes to how its benefits package is offered to its 
employees. In the private sector, it is common for benefits to be effective on the first day of 
employment whereas in the public sector benefits become effective at a later date. This has served, on 
occasion, to be a deterrent or a barrier for new employees who begin their very first public sector job 
with the City and who are concerned about any potential gap between insurance plans.   

Comparable Public Sector Organizations 

Although a delayed start of benefits is common practice with governmental agencies, staff wanted to 
know how the City of Los Angeles compares to other entities. The Employee Benefits Division worked 
with its consultant, Segal, to understand how the City compares to other California based governments. 
Attachment F shows their research as of April 2023. Many variations are represented, however, the 
most common approach is for benefits to be effective the calendar month after the date of hire. In 
contrast, the LAwell Program stands somewhat apart in making benefits effective the date of election, 
but with still a delay from the start date.   

The LAwell Program is not the only City benefits program. City of Los Angeles sworn unions and 
associations that offer health plans to police officers and firefighters generally hold a different 
administrative practice than the LAwell Program and make their benefits effective on the first date of 
employment provided that the employee fully completes benefit enrollment materials within the first 
30 days. However, the hiring of a sworn police officer and firefighter is fundamentally different from a 
civilian employee in that new recruits are required to attend a centralized (one location) in-person 
orientation that the union/association also attends where education and enrollment can occur 
simultaneously. The sworn union/associations also hold an administrative practice to collect premiums 
in advance of coverage, thereby having an employee pay up front. Lastly, all of this effort, from the 
understanding of staff, is widely done manually by union/association representatives. Although the 
result of the union/association efforts for sworn employees may be very attractive, the application 
towards the decentralized and widely varied civilian population is not currently practical.  

All things considered, there is not a required practice, per se, for benefits administration. However, 
what is required should be what is generally accepted as a fair and justifiable rule for both employees 
and benefit providers, and what is practical and sustainable for staff to administrator.  

Current Benefits Administration 

LAwell benefits are first offered to an employee after data of that employee has been collected and 
verified as compliant with LAwell plan rules. Employees must be a LACERS contributing employee (or, 
for some job classifications, designated as LAFPP employee who is currently contributing to the cities 
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pension savings plan awaiting LAFPP confirmation), they must be in a job classification that is eligible 
for LAwell benefits, and they must be compensated the minimum number of hours required for LAwell 
benefits.  

In addition to these eligible criteria, employees must have the minimum data elements required for 
the LAwell program to generate/calculate a benefit offer and for the LAwell vendors to accept the 
enrollment data of the employee into their system.  

Currently, this data is collected via a combination of the Workday/PaySR systems and is then passed to 
the LAwell Third Party Administrator system for an offer to be generated and made to the employee. 
The timing of this action typically takes 3-4 weeks from when an employee starts work to when the 
offer is made.  For example, based on the payroll calendar below, if an employee started work on 
January 16, 2024 - the first working day of the pay period beginning Sunday January 14, 2024 and 
ending Saturday January 27, 2024 - and worked the minimum required hours, then the LAwell TPA 
would first receive all the data elements required to make an offer of coverage on a file that is 
transmitted on Friday February 2, 2024. The system takes some time to fully process offers, but the 
employee would be able to make New Hire elections no later than Wednesday Feb 7, 2024, which is 
the first payday for this new employee and the day that the employee can view the paystub and confirm 
it has all the data elements required for benefits (compensated hours, LACERS deduction, etc). 

Payroll Cycle 

Pay Period Start = Saturday Jan 14th 

Pay Period End = Sunday Jan 27th 

Emp D-time entered/approved = Mon Jan 
29th through Wed Jan 31st. 
Payroll closes = Thurs Feb 1st 
Payroll files sent to vendor = Friday Feb 2nd 

Payday = Wed February 7th 

Employees are currently able to elect coverage as soon as their benefits offer is generated in the 
system; they do not need to wait for their offer to be printed and arrive in the mail. And, their elections 
are effective the exact same day that they elect.  In the example above, the employee could elect by 
February 7th or any date through the date of their offer (which stays open for 60 days). Once an 
election is made, a payroll deduction is sent to the payroll system to deduct the applicable premium 
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payments for the employee. However, timeline plays a very key role.  If, in the example above, the 
employee elected coverage right when the offer was made, the election should make the next 
paycheck in February (February 21st). If the employee made an election later in February, the coverage 
would still be effective in February, but the timing of payroll files would not create an ability to take a 
payment in February, and the first payroll deduction would occur in March. 

The eligibility criteria (hours, retirement, and job class) which generates the employee offer at new hire 
is carried through to each and every pay period for the career of the employee. This concept is most 
tangibly noticed when employees go through a pause in their working status, whether that pause is 
planned or unplanned. If an employee stops working due to medical need, protection allows the 
employee to continue receiving City subsidy if the leave is approved under the Family Medical Leave 
Act or if the employee has an approved medical disability and is part of the LAwell Programs Benefit 
Protection Plan. Unpaid leaves not due to these situations would not qualify for the City subsidy and 
prompt the plan to bill the employee for the full plan premium (a practice in place since 1997, if not 
earlier).  Currently, staff identify, on average per pay period, approximately 200 employees who do not 
have FMLA/BPP protection and do not meet LAwell criteria in one pay period. This equates to 
approximately over $2.2 million in City subsidy not paid by the City in one calendar year. 

The biggest challenge that staff have in administering eligibility criteria, despite the physical action of 
administering the billing process, is keeping employees knowledgeable and informed about the 20/40-
hour requirement. Employees can often work for many consecutive years before experiencing a 
situation which causes them to pause employment or otherwise not work enough hours in a specific 
pay period. It is also common for employees who are satisfied with their benefits coverage to ignore 
benefits information they receive and forget about program rules.  

Required Changes to Offer Benefits on First Day of Employment 
With changes to the City’s payroll system, there is potential to change when the LAwell Program 
receives employee data and how an employee can be eligible to make benefit elections. The Workday 
system has the potential for departments to hire employees and record almost all of the data elements 
currently required to calculate and provide a benefits offer to an employee on their first day of 
employment. Workday allows a newly hired employee to complete their onboarding process as soon 
as the employing department processes the hire event in the Workday system. The newly hired 
employee does not need to be present at work to complete this action, and the department does not 
need to wait for the start date to begin the hire process. In theory, the department could begin a hire 
process as soon as the employee accepted a conditional offer of employment and the employee could 
complete onboarding weeks before they start work. 

The two data elements currently required for a LAwell benefits offer that are separate from the hire 
process and which are not expected to be available on the first day of employment are a) the 
acceptance of membership to a LACERS retirement plan and b) the required minimum hours. However, 
if the JL-MBC would like to pursue to the concept of changing when benefits can be offered so that 
employees can have coverage effective on the first day of employment, the next step would be to 
develop a proposal that changes the following existing rules and administrative practices: 
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1) Eligibility requirements for LAwell benefits offer
2) Terms and Conditions of benefits enrollment
3) Accounting/Billing process for when eligibility is lost or not met

Fiscal Impact. 
Changing these rules to allow for benefits on the first day of employment will result in an additional 
cost of up to approximately $3 Million (based on current enrollment trends of an average of 142 
new/rehired employees per pay period, an average pay period subsidy expense of $650, and assumption 
that the majority of new hires/rehires will make elections on first day. Actual fiscal impact will vary by 
multiple factors). This additional cost will stem from offering benefits to new LAwell members roughly 
three to four weeks sooner than the current benefits offerings which occur after eligibility confirmation 
including compensation at the minimum number of requisite hours. 

Next Steps 

If the JLMBC elects to move forward, staff will develop an implementation plan for the rule change and 
present to the JLMBC for further discussion. The implementation plan will outline the system and 
administrative changes required to accommodate the rule change, and the planned timeline of 
required work.  

Submitted by:  ___________________________________ 

Paul Makowski 
Chief Benefits Analyst 
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Honorable Members of the Personnel Committee 5/30/96

REFERENCE: COUNCIL file:

CIVILIAN MODIFIED FLEXIBLE BENEFITS PROGRAM

RECOMMENDATION

Recommend to Council approval of the City's Joint Labor-Management Benefits Committee (JL-
MBC) proposal for a Civilian Modified Flexible Benefits Program (excluding the Department of
Water and Power) and the creation of an Internal Revenue Code 501 (c)9 Employee Benefits Trust
Fund.

Instruct the City Attomey to prepare and present an ordinance to provide for the Employee Benefits
Trust Fund.

FISCAL IMPACT

When compared to the City's existing employee benefits, the proposed program is projected to be
cost-neutral.

FINDINGS

Background

The JL-MBC was created in 1990 with two primary challenges: to bring spiraling City health care
costs under control, and to design a flexible benefits program. The JL-MBC has made great strides
to reduce rates and has successfully implemented a number of changes to the City's Civilian Health
Plans, which, by June 1996, will have saved the City $47 million over the previous health plan
design. The Committee, with assistance of its consultant, A. Foster Higgins, was also able to
negotiate a reduction in the reserves being held by one of the City's health plans for fiscal years
1994-95 and 1995-96, which resulted in a return of premium to the City of 15.5 million dollars. The
Committee's work will produce a further 12.1 million dollar reduction in actual health plan subsidy
expenditures for fiscal years 1995-96 and 1996-97.

The JL-MBC has now met its other primary objective and developed a proposal for a Modified
Flexible Benefits Program for civilian employees (excluding the Department of Water and Power)
which will offer improved benefits for City employees and make more efficient use of employee
benefit dollars. This Civilian Modified Flexible Benefits Program ("Flex"), developed with the JL-
MBC's consultant, represents a major step forward in offering a competitive, modern employee
benefits program for the City's civilian labor force while remaining cost neutral for the City.

PERSONNEL

ATTACHMENT A



Proposal

This proposed Flex program would be Implemented in two phases: Phase One would be the
creation of an Intemal Revenue Code 501(c)9 Employee BenefltsTrust Fund and In January 1997,
the Implementation/of a cash-ln-lleu option, In which employees who have health coverage
available through another group plan and forego City coverage, would receive a monthly $100 cash
compensation.

The savings generated from the cash-ln-lleu provision would be used to provide the Improved and
expanded benefits Implemented In Phase Two, beginning January 1998.

Phase Two has the following features:

Health/Dental Benefits Employees receive a set of core benefits. Including a maximum
health subsidy set at the cost of the Kaiser full family coverage; the
maximum dental: subsidy continues to provide employee-only
coverage. A new Preventive Dental Plan Is offered that provides for
only basic annual services.

Flex Credits Employees receive $20 monthly In flex credits with which they can
;  purchase supplemental benefits or receive as taxable cash; an

additional $5 can be received by ernployees who elect the
Preventive Dental Plan.

Disability Protection 50% Sick Time Benefit accruals are frozen; all employees receive a
base 50% disability Insurance plan that pays up to $2,000 monthly
for 24 rnonths after expiration of 100% and 75% sick tlrne;

Life Insurance Employees are provided a base $10,000 life Insurance policy.

Optional Benefits Employees can use their credits or their own salary to purchase the
following optional benefits: additional life Insurance, Increased
disability Insurance coverage, accidental death and dismernberment
Insurance, and long term care Insurance.

The current Dependent Care Reimbursement Account Plari, Employee Assistance Program, and
Catastrophic Leave Donation Program will remain available.

The JL-MBC Is committed to developing ongoing strategies to ensure that civilian employees have
access to the highest quality benefits delivered In the most cost effective and efficient manner. The
following attachments compare the current civilian benefits structure with Flex. The cost
comparison report clearly demonstrates how Flex will provide civilian employees with quality and
expanded benefits while remaining cost neutral for the City.

The successful Implementation and administration of Flex will require complete support from City
management. The JL-MBC Is prepared to work with City management to find a creative way to
fund the administration and ensure that appropriate staffing levels are provided and maintained and
that sufficient resources are allocated to the Flex program.

The JL-MBC has worked diligently to ensure that City civilian employees receive effective and cost
efficient quality benefits. The proposed Flex program will take the City and Its employees Into the
21st Century.

.  1 .
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JOINT LABOR-MANAGEMENT BENEFITS COMMITTEE
Flexible Benefit Plan Options

Full Time Employees

Health Plans

Benefits

Subsidy
Subsidy Escalator
Cash In Lieu

Cash In Lieu Escalator :

Dental Plans

Benefits

Preventive Dental Plan

Subsidy
Subsidy Escalator

Disability Plans
100% Sick Time Bank

75% Sick Time Bank

50% Sick Time Bank

50% Sick Time Bank Payout
Current Disability Insurance Plan
Basic Disability Insurance Plan
Optional Disability Insurance Plan '

Life Insurance

Basic Benefit

Optional Benefit

Voluntary Accidental Death & Dismemberment

Long Term Care

Dependent Care Reimbursement Account

Flex Credits

Monthly Amount
Flex Credit Escalator

95 /96

Benefit Program.

. current

max $472 / mo.

yes

na

na

current

no

employee only
yes

yes

yes

yes

no

opt
no

no

no

no

no

no

opt

na

na

JL-MBC Proposed Flex Plan
Phase 1 Phase 2

(1/97) (1/98)

no change
max $472.00 / mo.

yes

$100/mo.

no

no change
no

employee only
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

opt
no

no

no

no

no

no

opt

no

no

no change
max $389.34 / mo.

yes

$100 / mo.

no

no change
yes

employee only
yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

opt

yes

opt

opt

opt

opt

$20 / mo.

yes

Disability Plans
50% Sick Time Bank - Balance frozen at time of Implementation of Flex Program (no further credits or withdrawals).
50% Sick Time Bank Payout - Upon retirement, frozen balance of accumulated sick leave at 50% pay shall be paid In cash at 25% of

the employees salary rate at the time of retirement.,
Basic Disability Insurance ;Plan - All employees receive a disability plan that pays 66 2/3% up to $3,000 for the first month. For the ,

next 23 months of disability, plan pays 50% up to $2,000 monthly;.
Optional Disability Insurance Plan - Employees have the option to Increase coverage to 66 2/3% to age 65. Projected bi-weekly

premium for this optlonal beneflt Is $0.25 per $100 of covered Income.

Life Insurance Plans
Basic Benefit - All employees receive $10,000 life Insurance.
Optional Benefit - All employees have the option to Increase coverage up to five times annual gross wages. '
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; Flexible Beneilt Plan Options
Half Time Empioyees

Health Plans

Benefits

Subsidy
Subsidy Escalator
Cash In Lieu

Cash In Lieu Escalator

Dental Plans

Benefits

Preventive Dental Plan

Subsidy
Subsidy Escalator

Disability Plans
100% Sick Time Bank

75% Sick Time Bank

50% Sick Time Bank

50% Sick Time Bank Payout
Current Disability Insurance Plan ^
Basic Disability Insurance Plan
Optional Disability Insurance Plan

Life Insurance

Basic Benefit

Optional Benefit

Voluntary Accidental Death & Dismemberment

Long Term Care

Dependent Care Reimbursement Account

Flex Credits

Monthly Amount
Flex Credit Escalator

95/96

Benefit Program

current

max $170/mo.

yes

na

na

current

no

employee only
yes

yes

yes

yes

no

opt
no

no

no

no

no

no

opt

na

na

JL-MBC Proposed Flex Plan
Phase 1 Phase 2

(1/97) (1/98)

no change .
max $170.00/mo.

yes

$50/mo.

no

no change
no ,

employee only
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

opt
no-

no

no

no

no

no

opt

no

no

no change
max $139.42/mo.

yes

$50 / mo.

no

no change
yes

employee only
yes

yes

yes

no

yes.

no

yes

opt

yes

opt

opt

opt

opt

$10 / mo.

yes

Disability Plans
50% Sick Time Bank - Balance frozen at time of Implementation of Flex Program (no further credits or withdrawals).
50% Sick Time Bank Payout - Upon retirement, frozen balance of accumulated sick leave at 50% pay shall be paid In cash at 25% of

the employees salary rate at the time of retirement.
Basic Disability Insurance Plan - Ail employees receive a disability plan that pays .66 2/3% up to $3,000 for the first month. For the

next 23 months of disability, plan pays 50% up to $2,000 monthly.
Optional Disability Insurance Pjan ■: Employees have the option to Increase coverage to 66 2/3% to age 65. Projected bi-weekly

premium for this optional benefit Is $0.25 per $100 of covered Income.

Life Insurance Plans
Basic Benefit - All employees receive $5,000 life Insurarice.
Optional Benefit - All employees have the option to Increase coverage up to five times annual grbss wages!
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Summary of JL-MBC Proposed Civilian Modified Flexible Benefits Plan

(Effective 1-1-97)

■  An IRC 501 (c)9 trust is created for the administration of the Flexible Benefits Program

■  Cash in lieu equal to $100/month — no escalator provision

■  50% Sick Time Bank Payout - upon retirement, frozen balance of accumulated sick leave at 50%
pay shall be paid in cash at 25 % of the employees salary rate at the time of retirement

(Effective 1-1-98)

■  Employees receive subsidy equal to the cost of their medical plan but not to exceed the cost of
Kaiser family coverage '

■  Negotiated MOU subsidy provisions unchanged for dental coverage

■  Health and dental subsidy escalator provisions included

■  Preventive Dental Plan

■  All employees receive $10,000 life insurance

■  All employees receive 50% disability plan that pays up to $2,000 monthly after expiration of
100% and 75% sick time for up to 24 months of benefits

■  50% Sick Time Bank - balance frozen at time of implementation of Flex Program (no further
credits or withdrawals)

■  In first year all employees receive $20/mo. either in aftertax cash or credits to buy additional
benefits

■  In subsequent years the amount of the aftertax cash or credits will be determined by the JL-MBC
based on projected program savings



Advantages/Disadvantages of JL-MBC Proposed Flex Plan

Advantages

Leaves current MOU dental subsidy provisions in place
Subsidizes family coverage up to the Kaiser family rate
Health and dental subsidy escalator provisions are included
Provides all employees with basic life and disability coverage ,
Provides all employees with cash savings to buy additional benefits
Provides cash for employees who choose to be covered under their spouse's health plan

Disadvantages

■  Requires CIGNA POS enrollees with dependent coverage to increase their contributions



City of Los Angeles Benefit Plan Cost Comparison - July 1996 thru June 1998

Total
•  ' ; 1996/1997 1997/1998 1996-1998

Current Benefit Program Costs

Health Subsidy $79,075,853 $81,686,918
Dental Subsidy 5,528,801 5,782,575

75% Sick Time 3,090,000 3,182,700

50% Sick Time 1,545,000 1,591,350

Total Cost $89,239,654 $92,243,543 $181,483,197

JL-MBC Proposed Flex Benefit Program Costs

Health Subsidy $71,232,862 $67,271,357
Dental Subsidy 5,528,801 5,438,813

Cash in Lieu Payout 1,939,200 3,669,600

Flex Credit ($20) na 5,244,000

Life insurance na 782,928

LTD na 3,787,576

75% Sick Time 3,090,000 3,182,700

50% Sick Time 1,545,000 na

50% Sick Time Bank Payout 1,551,600 1,598,148

Flex Administration

Communication 694,420 457,520

Administration 1,045,000 330,000

Contingency Reserve for Premium Variations 2,612,771 480,901

Total Cost $89,239,654 $92,243,543 $181,483,197
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